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Abstract—The objective of this study is to investigate the combustion in a pilot-ignited supercharged dual-fuel engine, fueled with different types of gaseous fuels under various equivalence ratios. It is found that if certain operating conditions are maintained, conventional dual-fuel engine combustion mode can be transformed to the combustion mode with the two-stage heat release. This mode of combustion was called the PREMIER (PREmixed Mixture Ignition in the End-gas Region) combustion. During PREMIER combustion, initially, the combustion progresses as the premixed flame propagation and then, due to the mixture autoignition in the end-gas region, ahead of the propagating flame front, the transition occurs with the rapid increase in the heat release rate.
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I. INTRODUCTION

To satisfy increasingly strict emissions regulations, engines with alternative gaseous fuels are now widely used. Renewable energy sources such as synthesis gas (syngas) appear to be greener alternatives for internal combustion engines [1-3]. The means of utilizing natural gas in SI engines are already well established and documented, whereas its use in CI engines is still under development. Some gas engines fueled with syngas have been developed recently [4-6]. Most of them have a spark-ignition (SI) combustion system. An SI engine is not suitable for this kind of fuel under high load conditions because of the difficulty in achieving stable combustion due to the fluctuation of the syngas components. In addition, the syngas is a low energy density fuel and the extent of power degrading is large when compared with high-energy density fuels like gasoline and natural gas.

Nevertheless, under present conditions, economic factors seem to provide the strongest argument of considering the use of syngas as fuel [3]. In many situations where the price of petroleum fuels is high or where supplies are unreliable, the syngas can provide an economically viable solution. Syngas is produced by gasifying a solid fuel feedstock such as coal or biomass. For example, the biomass gasification means incomplete combustion of biomass resulting in production of combustible gases. Syngas consists of about 40% combustible gases, mainly carbone monoxide (CO), hydrogen (H₂) and methane (CH₄). The rest are non-combustible gases and consists mainly of nitrogen (N₂) and carbon dioxide (CO₂). Varying proportions of CO₂, H₂O, N₂, and CH₄ may be present [7]. H₂ as a main component of a syngas has very clean burning characteristics, a high flame propagation speed and wide flammability limits. H₂ has a laminar combustion speed about eight times greater than that of natural gas, providing a reduction of combustion duration and as a result, an increase in the efficiency of internal combustion (IC) engines, if the H₂ content in the gaseous fuel increases. Main point of interest in increasing H₂ content in the gaseous fuel is that with the addition of H₂, the lean limit of the gas operation can be extended, without going into the lean misfire region. Lean mixture combustion has a great potential to achieve higher thermal efficiency and lower emissions [8]. In particular, the lean mixture combustion will result in low and even extremely low NOx levels with only a slight increase in hydrocarbons [9, 10].

A number of researchers have performed experiments to determine engine performance and exhaust emissions in dual-fuel engines. Their results indicate that lower NOx and smoke can be achieved in dual-fuel engines compared with conventional diesel engines, while maintaining the same thermal efficiency as a diesel engine. McTaggart-Cowan et al. [11] investigated the effect of high-pressure injection on a pilot-ignited, directly injected natural gas engine. Su and Lin [12] studied the amount of pilot injection and the rich and lean boundaries of natural gas dual-fuel engines. Tomita et al. [13] investigated the combustion characteristics and performance of the supercharged syngas with micro-pilot ignition in a dual-fuel engine. Karim et al. [14, 15] examined the ignition characteristics in a dual-fuel engine and studied techniques for improving the performance of dual-fuel engines under light load. Liu and Karim [16] concluded that the observed values of the ignition delay in dual-fuel operation are strongly dependent on the type of gaseous fuels used and their concentrations in the cylinder charge.

The afore mentioned results suggest that if certain operating conditions are maintained, including the control of pilot fuel injection quantity, pressure and timing, gaseous fuel equivalence ratio, and EGR rate, a compromise between
increased efficiency and low exhaust emissions can be achieved. In this paper, we document the range of operating conditions under which the new higher-efficiency PREMIER (PRE mixed Mixture Ignition in the End-gas Region) combustion mode was experimentally tested. The objective of this work is to investigate PREMIER combustion and emission characteristics in a pilot ignited supercharged dual-fuel engine fueled with natural gas and syngas, and to study the effect of H\textsubscript{2} and CO\textsubscript{2} content in syngas on the combustion and emission formation over the broad range of equivalence ratios under lean conditions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND CONDITIONS

This study used water-cooled four-stroke single-cylinder engine, with two intakes and two exhaust valves, shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 Experimental engine layout](image)

In this engine, the autoignition of a small quantity of diesel pilot fuel, injected into the combustion chamber before top dead center, initiates the combustion. The burning diesel fuel then ignites the gaseous fuel. The pilot fuel was ultra low-sulfur (<10ppm) diesel. Diesel fuel properties are given in JIS standards. A commercial solenoid-type injector that is typically used for diesel-only operations was modified to ensure a small quantity of injected fuel. A nozzle of the commercial injector with seven holes was replaced by the one with four holes of 0.1 mm in diameter, and with three holes of 0.08 and 0.1 mm in diameter. Diesel fuel injection timing and injection duration were controlled through the signals transferred to the injector from the injector driver. A common rail injection system (ECD U2-P, Denso Co.) was employed to supply the constant injection pressure to the injector. Common rail fuel injection pressure varied from 40 MPa to 150 MPa, and the injected pilot diesel fuel quantity was 2 mg/cycle and 3 mg/cycle. The experimental conditions and different types of primary gaseous fuel compositions used in this study are given in Table I and Table II, respectively. The reason for using several types of syngas is that the range of compositions found in syngas varies substantially. The different compositions of syngas depend on the different feedstock, like biomass, coal or refinery residues. Therefore, the evaluation of engine combustion under different syngas compositions is necessary in order to verify efficient engine operational flexibility for this type of fuel.

The in-cylinder pressure history of combustion cycles was measured with KISTLER-6052C pressure transducer in conjunction with a 0.5° crank-angle encoder to identify the piston location, and the rate of heat release (ROHR) was calculated from these data. The combustion transition from the first stage (slow flame propagation) to the second stage (end-gas autoignition) is identified from the ROHR. CO and NO\textsubscript{x} emissions were measured with a four-component analyzer Horiba PG-240, smoke was measured with a smoke meter Horiba MEXA-600s and HC emissions were measured with Horiba MEXA-1170HFID.

![Table I: Experimental Conditions](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Engine type</th>
<th>4-stroke, single cylinder, water-cooled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bore x Stroke</td>
<td>96x108 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweep volume</td>
<td>781.7 cm\textsuperscript{3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression ratio</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combustion system</td>
<td>Dual-fuel, direct injection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combustion chamber</td>
<td>Shallow dish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine speed</td>
<td>1000 rpm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake pressure</td>
<td>101 kPa, 200 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection system</td>
<td>Common-rail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot fuel injection pressure</td>
<td>- Natural gas case 40 MPa, 80 MPa, 120 MPa, 150 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Syngas case 80 MPa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pilot fuel injection quantity</td>
<td>- Natural gas case 2 mg/cycle, 3 mg/cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Syngas case 3 mg/cycle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nozzle hole x diameter</td>
<td>- Natural gas case 3x0.08 mm, 3x0.10 mm, 4x0.10 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Syngas case 4x0.10 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivalence ratio</td>
<td>- Natural gas case 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Syngas case Variable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGR rate</td>
<td>- Natural gas case 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Syngas case none</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGR composition</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{2}-80%, O\textsubscript{2}-10%, CO\textsubscript{2}-4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Table II: Gas Composition](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
<th>CO (%)</th>
<th>CH\textsubscript{4} (%)</th>
<th>CO\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
<th>N\textsubscript{2} (%)</th>
<th>LHV (MJ/kg)</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type 1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>4.13</td>
<td>BMG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 2</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>BMG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 3</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>COG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 4</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>39.1</td>
<td>3.98</td>
<td>BMG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 5</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>BMG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 6</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>38.69</td>
<td>COG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 7</td>
<td>50.6</td>
<td>29.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>20.67</td>
<td>COG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type 8</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>119.93</td>
<td>Hydrogen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H\textsubscript{2} (%)</td>
<td>CO (%)</td>
<td>CH\textsubscript{4} (%)</td>
<td>CO\textsubscript{2} (%)</td>
<td>N\textsubscript{2} (%)</td>
<td>LHV (MJ/kg)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural gas</td>
<td>88.0</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>49.20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. CONCEPT OF PREMIER COMBUSTION

Before giving a description to PREMIER (PRE mixed Mixture Ignition in the End-gas Region) combustion, it is necessary to explain the differences of phenomenological outline between conventional combustion and knocking combustion in the dual-fuel engine. Conventional combustion...
is a combustion process which is initiated by a timed pilot ignited fuel and in which the flame front moves completely across the combustion chamber in a uniform manner at a normal velocity. Knocking combustion is a combustion process in which some part or all of the charge may be consumed (autoignited) in the end-gas region at extremely high rates. Much evidence of end-gas mixture auto-ignition followed by knocking combustion can be obtained from high-speed laser shadowgraphs [17], high-speed Schlieren photography [18], chemiluminescent emission [19], and laser-induced fluorescence [20]. In addition, Stiebels et al. [21] and Pan and Sheppard [22] showed that multiple auto-ignition sites occur during knocking combustion. The combustion mode we have monitored differs from knocking combustion in terms of the size, gradients, and spatial distribution of the exothermic centers in the end-gas. This combustion concept was given a name PREMIER combustion.

A conceptual outline of PREMIER combustion is presented in Fig. 2. In the first stage of this combustion mode, the pilot diesel fuel is injected, evaporated, and auto-ignited prior to top dead center (TDC). The energy released by the diesel fuel auto-ignition initiates the gaseous flame development and outward propagation from the ignition centers toward the cylinder wall. Once the end-gas region is sufficiently heated and the temperature of the fuel mixture has reached the auto-ignition temperature of the gaseous fuel/air mixture after TDC, the second-stage combustion begins and is completed as the gas expands and cools, producing work. The second-stage heat release occurs over a chemical reaction timescale and is faster than heat release by turbulent flame propagation. Thus, the combustion transition from the first stage to the second stage takes place when the overall heat release rate changes from the slower first-stage flame rate to the faster second-stage rate, and that transition is here measured as the point where the second derivative of the heat release rate is maximized, as shown in Fig. 2.

PREMIER combustion in a dual-fuel engine is comparable to combining SI and CI combustion, which is being investigated by several researchers [23–25]. One disadvantage of these combustion strategies is that they are difficult to control under lean mixture conditions. The spark discharge is very short, and under load and lean mixture conditions, the flame is too weak to propagate strongly and may be extinguished. Therefore, the combustion chamber must be specially designed to facilitate a stratified mixture charge around the spark plug electrodes. In a dual-fuel engine, on the other hand, combustion of the injected diesel fuel proceeds concurrently with that of the gaseous fuel mixture. This slow combustion of the diesel fuel helps to maintain the natural gas flame propagation and prevents the misfires that may occur under lean mixture conditions. The lean limit for the gaseous fuel/air mixture is of practical importance, as lean operation can result in both higher efficiency and reduced emissions.

The major benefit of lean operation is the accompanying reduction in combustion temperature, which leads directly to a significant reduction in NOx emissions. The lean limit is the point where misfire becomes noticeable, and it is usually described in terms of the limiting equivalence ratio $\phi_{\text{lim}}$ that supports complete combustion of the mixture.

For example, with 13A natural gas, if we operate slightly above the limiting equivalence ratio (for methane, $\phi_{\text{lim}} \sim 0.5$ [26]), the mixture reactivity becomes very sensitive to even very small variations in the air–fuel ratio. This high sensitivity is due to the presence of n-butane in 13A natural gas. It is known that small changes in the volume fraction of n-butane strongly affect the ignition properties of natural gas [27-30]. During hydrocarbon fuel oxidation, an H-atom is more easily abstracted from an n-butane molecule (with two secondary carbon atoms) than from other hydrocarbons such as methane, ethane, or propane [31]. As the equivalence ratio increases, the n-butane mass fraction in the natural gas/air mixture increases proportionally. During a fuel oxidation reaction, the in-cylinder gas temperature rises, and more of the radicals that initiate methane oxidation are created by increasing the ratio of n-butane. Similar results were documented by other researchers who investigated the auto-ignition and combustion of 13A natural gas in an HCCI engine [32]. They found that very small increases in the equivalence ratio of the methane/n-butane/air mixture produced significant changes in the profiles of the in-cylinder pressure traces.

If not extinguished during the early combustion stage, the pilot diesel flame may continue to a later stage, and pilot flame energy contributes to the stability of the combustion process [33]. The remaining unburned in-cylinder mixture from the first stage, located beyond the boundary of the flame front, is then subjected to a combination of heat and pressure for certain duration. As the flame front propagates away from the primary ignition points, end-gas compression raises the end-gas temperature and pressure. When the mixture is preheated throughout the combustion chamber volume and the end-gas mixture reaches the auto-ignition point, simultaneous auto-ignition occurs in several limited locations (known as exothermic centers), with a sharp increase in heat release. This part of the combustion appears as a rapid energy release in the second stage of the heat release curve shown in Fig. 2.

A prime requirement for maintaining PREMIER combustion mode in a dual-fuel engine is that the mixture must not auto-ignite spontaneously during or following the rapid release of pilot energy. Failure to meet this requirement can lead to the onset of knock, which manifests itself in excessively sharp
pressure increases and overheating of the walls, resulting in significant loss of efficiency with increased cyclic variations. When much smaller pilots are used, the energy release during the initial stages of ignition and the resulting turbulent flame propagation can (under certain conditions) lead to auto-ignition of the charge well away from the initial ignition centers, in the end-gas regions ahead of the propagating flames. This can occur in a manner that resembles the occurrence of knock in spark-ignition engines, but with controlled heat release. For the sake of convenience, the total energy release rate during PREMIER combustion can be divided into three sequential components. The first of these is due to the ignition of the pilot fuel. The second is due to the combustion of the gaseous fuel in the immediate vicinity of the ignition centers of the pilot, with consequent flame propagation. The third is due to auto-ignition in the end-gas region.

IV. PREMIER COMBUSTION CHARACTERISTICS

A. Natural Gas

1. Effect of Injection Timing

To maintain PREMIER combustion in a dual-fuel natural gas engine, the effects of several operating parameters must be identified. Our experimental results show that the major parameters that may significantly influence the energy release pattern during dual-fuel PREMIER combustion are pilot diesel fuel injection timing and the EGR rate, which can affect the total equivalence ratio based on oxygen content. Other parameters such as pilot fuel injection pressure, injected pilot fuel amount, nozzle hole diameter, and hole number have minor effects on PREMIER combustion. For example, as shown in Fig. 3, PREMIER combustion can be maintained within a wide range of pilot fuel injection pressures. However, it can be maintained within only a very narrow range of fuel injection timings. At a fixed total equivalence ratio, advancing the injection timing resulted in the earlier occurrence of combustion during the cycle, increasing the peak cylinder pressure during first-stage combustion. With the burned gas of the first-stage combustion, the in-cylinder pressure and temperature continued to rise after TDC, as shown in Fig. 3. Although the piston began to move downward after TDC, and the volume thus expanded, the heat release from first-stage combustion induced local temperature and pressure increases during second-stage combustion. Higher peak cylinder pressures resulted in higher peak charge temperatures. Retarding the injection timing decreased the peak cylinder pressure during first-stage combustion, as more of the fuel burned after TDC. Advancing the injection timing resulted in better diesel fuel evaporation and mixing with the in-cylinder gas. Therefore, diesel fuel auto-ignition occurred more quickly and with more complete diesel fuel combustion and natural gas flame propagation during the first stage, resulting in rapid combustion and high heat release rate during the second stage due to the rapid heating of the end-gas region mixture.

2. Effect of EGR

PREMIER combustion becomes clearly recognizable if the EGR rate remains below a certain level. When the EGR rate surpasses this level, the unburned mixture temperature decreases, retarding the combustion of the natural gas and affecting the reactivity of the mixture to auto-ignite in the end-gas region. As Fig. 4 shows, at 200 kPa of intake pressure and moderate EGR rates, the first-stage combustion rate increased, and second-stage heat release was able to occur. A similar trend was also observed at 101 kPa of intake pressure, although not shown here. These results suggest that the use of EGR may not be advantageous for achieving PREMIER combustion. However, it should be noted that for engine operation close to the knock-limit conditions, the high combustion rate of natural gas may be markedly decreased by using a certain limited EGR rate and maintaining PREMIER combustion mode, as the knocking effect is suppressed.

B. Syngas

Fig. 5 indicates the relationship between the rate of maximum pressure rise and the second stage autoignition delay. The second stage autoignition delay time was estimated as time between two peaks of the second derivative of the ROHR as shown in Fig. 2. It was found that for all types of gases investigated in this paper the autoignition delay of the second stage decreases with the increase of the rate of maximum pressure rise.

1. Effect of H2 Content on PREMIER Combustion

An increase in hydrogen content of syngas results in an increase of ignitability and a corresponding reduction in ignition delay of the first stage. To investigate the effect of mass fraction burned in the second stage and the effect of hydrogen content on the rate of maximum pressure rise, the ratio MFBrat2stHR/MFBrattotal was evaluated. MFBrat2stHR is the integral of the mass fraction burned during the second stage, computed from the transition crank angle degree, where the peak of d²(ROHR)/dθ² is maximized, to the crank angle degree where MFB reaches 80%. MFBtotal is the integral of the total mass fraction burned, computed from the crank angle degree at the first peak of d²(ROHR)/dθ² to the crank angle degree where MFB reaches 80%. Fig. 6 shows that as the mass fraction burned increases the rate of maximum pressure rise also increases. The same trend was monitored at various equivalence ratios.

Fig. 7 shows the in-cylinder pressure and the ROHR for Type 1 (A) and Type 2 (B) of syngas combustion at different equivalence ratios for various injection timings.
The results show that maximum pressures and heat release rates reach higher values for the gas with the higher H₂ content. As the injection timing is gradually advanced the second stage of heat release occurs. The two-stage heat release rate was observed at various equivalence ratios at the certain injection timings.

For instance, for Type 1 at $\phi=0.4$ two-stage heat release appeared starting from 23°BTDC, at $\phi=0.52$ from 15°BTDC, at $\phi=0.68$ from 9°BTDC and at $\phi=0.85$ from 7°BTDC. The same trend was observed for Type 2, however, the maximum peak of the heat release rate of Type 2 syngas is higher than that of Type 1 due to the higher H₂ content.

The maximum cylinder pressure decreased at an equivalence ratio of 0.83 of Type 2 because in that case injection timing needed to be retarded to around TDC to avoid knocking. On the
other hand, for Type 1 at an equivalence ratio of 0.85 and injection timings before TDC, two-stage heat release rate was clearly observed without any occurrence of knocking combustion. These results may suggest that increased H₂ content in Type 2 gas affected the ignitability and corresponding progress of combustion leading to the engine knock.

Fig. 8 shows the effect of H₂ content on the mean combustion temperature, IMEP, indicated thermal efficiency and NOx for conventional and PREMIER combustion at the same input energy Q_in=2300 J/cycle and injection timing at the minimum advance for best torque (MBT). As this figure shows, the increase in H₂ amount affects the engine combustion characteristics. For PREMIER combustion, the mean combustion temperature and consequently the NOx significantly increase when compared with those of conventional combustion. IMEP and indicated thermal efficiency increase about 10%. Therefore, in dual-fuel combustion of low-energy density syngas, PREMIER combustion is an important combustion mode that tends to increase the engine efficiency.

2. Effect of CO₂ Content on PREMIER Combustion

An increase in CO₂ content in syngas results in a dilution of the mixture with the corresponding reduction in the rate of fuel oxidation reactions and consequent combustion. To investigate the effect of mass fraction burned in the second stage and the effect of CO₂ content on the rate of maximum pressure rise, the same procedure was applied as explained in the previous section.

Fig. 9 shows that for Type 1 and Type 4, as the mass fraction burned during the second stage increases, the rate of maximum pressure rise also increases. However, for Type 5 with 34% of CO₂ content in syngas, the rate of maximum pressure rise decreases with the increase of the mass of fuel burned in the second stage.

This can be explained by the fact that although the total mass of syngas burned during the second stage increases, the CO₂ fraction in the gas also proportionally increases. Eventually, the certain threshold can be reached when the effect of CO₂ mass fraction in the gas on combustion overweights the effect of H₂.

Fig. 10 shows the effect of CO₂ content on the mean combustion temperature, IMEP, indicated thermal efficiency and NOx for conventional and PREMIER combustion at the same input energy Q_in=2300 J/cycle and injection timing at the minimum advance for best torque (MBT). In this figure the trend mentioned earlier in Fig. 9 is clearly observed.

The mean combustion temperature, IMEP, the indicated thermal efficiency and the NOx shows the increase when CO₂ content in the gas increases from 16.8% to 23%. However, as CO₂ concentration reaches 34%, above mentioned combustion characteristics decrease. This trend was observed for both conventional and PREMIER combustion.
The CO2 fraction in syngas needs to be controlled. In dual-fuel engines fuelled with low-energy density syngas, Fig. 10 Effect of CO2 content on engine performance characteristics at θ = MBT.

Therefore, in order to achieve high combustion efficiencies in dual-fuel engines fuelled with low-energy density syngas, CO2 fraction in syngas needs to be controlled.

V. CONCLUSION

The new PREMIER combustion mode in a dual-fuel engine fuelled with natural gas, syngas and hydrogen was investigated via engine experiments. The following conclusions can be drawn from this research:

PREMIER combustion combines two main stages of heat release, the first is gaseous fuel flame propagation and the second is end-gas mixture auto-ignition. The second stage can be mainly controlled by the pilot fuel injection timing, gaseous fuel equivalence ratio, and EGR rate. The delay time for mixture autoignition in the end-gas region is defined as the time from early kernel development to the transition point where slower combustion rate (flame propagation) is changed to faster combustion rate (autoignition). It was found that the rate of maximum pressure rise increases as the second stage ignition delay decreases. PREMIER combustion was observed for all gas types investigated in this paper. This mode of combustion can enhance the engine performance and increase the efficiency.

An increase in the fuel mass fraction burned in the second stage of heat release affects the rate of maximum pressure rise. When hydrogen content in syngas is increased the same rate of maximum pressure rise can be achieved with lower amount of fuel mass fraction burned during the second stage, meaning that the increased amount of hydrogen in syngas induces an increase in the mean combustion temperature, IMEP and efficiency, but also a significant increase in NOx emissions.

The results also show that when CO2 content in the gas reaches 34%, the rate of maximum pressure rise, as well as, the mean combustion temperature, IMEP, thermal efficiency and NOx decrease despite the increase in fuel mass fraction burned during the second stage of heat release rate.
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